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ABSTRACT

Background and Objectives: The aim of all Frequency Lowering methods is access to high frequencies (HFs) for people with hearing loss. The advantage of these methods has been approved for improving speech perception and limitations reduction of affected people. One of these methods is Nonlinear Frequency Compression that reduces the bandwidth of frequency band. This study was carried out to compare the Adaptive Nonlinear Frequency Compression (ANFC) with original algorithm of Nonlinear Frequency Compression (NFC) and Conventional Processing (CP).

Materials and Methods: Thirty people in the range of 18-40 years old with skisloping hearing loss were evaluated. The presence of cochlear dead region at least in one of the frequencies of 1500, 2000, 3000 and 4000 Hz was proved in all cases by performing the Threshold Equalizing Noise test (TEN (HL)). The evaluation was carried out using monosyllabic balanced-word lists in Persian language. Each of Lists used for recognition in one of the three processing modes such as ANFC, NFC and CP which it has been performed in the free field at 90 centimeters distance of the speaker and 0° azimuth.

Results: The scores of frequency compression algorithms are better than CP and it leads to improve recognition whereas the scores of NFC and ANFC were similar. In addition, it is not dependent to gender, the obtained scores in three processing modes.

Conclusion: It is more useful for a person with skisloping hearing loss to use hearing aids with frequency compression technology rather than CP. In fact, frequency compression gives them a better speech perception, but the effect of the two different algorithms is similar.
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Introduction

A person with a skisloping hearing loss receives High Frequency (HF) sounds with difficulty due to auditory system impairment. This problem leads to disrupt of receiving some consonants, the discrimination between HF sounds, and the reduction of speech clarity in noisy environments. In addition, if a person strikes to hearing loss at childhood, the delay in language and speech development and grammatical problems may occur (Kortekaas & Stelmachowicz, 2000; McDermott, 2010; Moeller et al., 2007; B. C. Moore, Huss, Vickers, Glasberg, & Alcantara, 2000; Stelmachowicz, Pittman, Hoover, & Lewis, 2002; Stelmachowicz, Pittman, Hoover, Lewis, & Moeller, 2004). The appearance of these problems has an un-
desirable effect on speech perception, training, social relationships and lifestyle (Hogan & Turner, 1998), however the use of hearing aids is a good way to prevent or compensate for these problems (Goedegebure, 2005). According to the studies, conventional processing had not satisfied patients with severe to profound hearing loss at HFs (Andrea Simpson, 2009). Physiologically, the most likely cause of this failure is the presence of a cochlear dead region. In this area, the inner hair cell (IHC) is inoperative and does not lead to effective action potential (Brian CJ Moore, 2004). Using frequency lowering (FL) technology in hearing aids is a suitable way to gain the needs of these patients. FL technology includes various methods. These methods transmit audio information from areas of low-performance of cochlea (HFs) to healthy areas (low and mid frequencies) (Braida et al., 1979; Rahbar, 2017; Andrea Simpson, 2009).

Frequency compression is one of the FL methods that includes two main linear and nonlinear types. The linear frequency compression keeps all the frequency spectrum and transmits HF information to lower frequencies while maintaining the constant ratio between its components. This type of compression reduces the pitch of sound and causes abnormal mode, so it was never commercially used in the hearing aid (Andrea Simpson, 2009). In the nonlinear type of frequency compression, the cut-off frequency (CF) is used to improve the audibility of HF sounds, which is based on the audiogram of user’s hearing aid (Alnahwi & AlQudehy, 2015; D Glista & McDermott, 2008). The CF is the beginning point of frequency compression; the higher frequency range than CF is compressed in the lower frequency range, furthermore the input of the hearing aid with reducing spectral details and decreasing in frequency will exist in the output sound of it. In this type of frequency compression, the harmonic ratios change in speech frequency elements, but the sound quality remains close to normal sound (D Glista & McDermott, 2008; Mueller, Alexander, & Scollie, 2013; Rahbar, 2017). Various studies showed that some advantages such as improving the threshold of detection and discrimination of high-frequency consonants, leads to improvement in the identification and comprehension of words, the better place of articulation and voicing; it also improves recognition of monosyllabic words, consonants and sentences in the presence of background noise (Danielle Glista, Scollie, & Sulkers, 2012; Hillock-Dunn, Buss, Duncan, Roush, & Leibold, 2014; Kopun et al., 2012; Marchesin & Iório, 2015; McDermott, 2010; Nyffeler, 2010; Andrea Simpson, 2009; A. Simpson, Hersbach, & McDermott, 2005).

In 2016 to upgrade the technology, the SoundRecover2 was introduced with an adaptive CF feature. Theoretically, in this algorithm, it is possible to maintain more audibility for audiences because one of the two CFs is activated in the moment based on the input frequency audio content. Therefore, if a significant part of the input sound contains low frequencies, the upper CF (higher frequency) is activated; whereas, on the contrary, the lower CF is activated. In the old algorithm, the CF is at least 1500 Hz, while in this algorithm it may be lower than 1500 Hz, so it is possible to apply a lower compression ratio. Applying a lower compression ratio leads to less variation and better protection of the input sounds’ frequency shape. Therefore, with using this algorithm, speech perception will be easier and even faster than the original algorithm. In addition, the active frequency spectrum of the hearing aid will increase to 11 KHz with the new algorithm (McDermott, 2010; Rahbar, 2017; Rehmann, Jha, & Allegro Baumann, 2016; Schmitt, Winkler, Boretzki, & Holube, 2016; Wolfe et al., 2017).

Applying lower compression ratio and creating a wide and frequency spectrum keep the sound close to normal, which is a crucial factor for speech perception of hearing aid users. In order to specify the superiority of the available technologies, in this study, effectiveness of three different frequency compressions (CP, NFC, ANFC) was compared with the recognition of monosyllabic words. To evaluate three methods, the balanced-word in Persian language, were used. The result of this comparison helps the audiologists in prescribing and setting up appropriate hearing aid for person with cochlear dead region.
Materials and Methods

This cross-sectional study investigates the effect of three different modes of frequency compression on speech perception. Thirty patients (18 females and 12 males) in the range of 18-40 years (mean 36.8±2.92 years) with skisloping hearing loss were evaluated. All of them had no impairment in conductive system, and their hearing loss was sensorineural. In addition, they had no experience of frequency compression technology in their hearing aids. In this process, after completion of consent form, otoscopy, tympanometry, pure tone audiometry (PTA) and speech audiometry were performed. TEN test was performed as presence of cochlear dead region in participant is essential in this study.

Hearing threshold has been evaluated for both of ears at frequencies of 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, and 4000 in two silent and masked paradigm. For masked mode, the TEN test’s CD which was connected to the audiometer (type AC-40) was played. The masking noise was 10 dB above the absolute threshold at the same frequency. To achieve masked threshold, noise and tone were offered to test ear contemporaneous. If the difference between the absolute and masked thresholds is more than 10 dB, it shows the presence of the cochlear dead region (B. Moore, 2007) With this method thirty patients with cochlear dead region were selected whose dead region frequency has been specified in Table 1.

Table 1 shows the dead region frequencies for each participant. Threshold Equalizing Noise Test (TEN) was used to detect the dead region in each ear. The difference more than 10 dB between the absolute and masked threshold indicates the dead region in the test.

Considering the symmetry of the ears and putting the hearing aids on the right ear, the evaluation results belong to right ear.

The main part of the study was performed by presenting the balanced list of monosyllabic words in Persian language in free field situation at acoustic chamber also words have been presented in Most Comfortable Level (MCL) (Mosleh, 2001). In order to evaluate each person, the hearing aid was set in CP, NFC and finally ANFC and in every mode there was no fine tuning except for loudness in the individual optimal level.

We used special hearing aid which can be set up in three different frequency compressions. For evaluation of speech perception, balanced-word lists in Persian language has been used. Each of the three lists included 25 words and was used for recognition of the words in one of the three processing modes such as adaptive nonlinear frequency compression (ANFC), original algorithm of nonlinear frequency compression (NFC) and conventional processing (CP) which was performed in the free field at 80-90 centimeters distance of the speaker and 0° azimuth. After the words were presented in described condition, the number of correct words was calculated.

Since speech processing is performed in the left ear, the evaluation results belong to right ear.

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation for monosyllabic speech stimulator recognition Scores for each frequency processing (ANFC-NFC-CP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing Type</th>
<th>ANFC</th>
<th>NFC</th>
<th>CP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female</strong></td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>16.88</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Participants</strong></td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>16.76</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hemisphere of the brain and transverse neural pathways in the brain stem and audiogram in the two ears are symmetrical, the hearing aid was put on the right ear and left ear was plugged by spongy earplug (3M 1100 NRR 29dB).

Recognition scores for all participants in three modes (ANFC, NFC and CP) were compared using SPSS 21 software.

**Results**

A repeated measures ANOVA was completed with different compression modes (ANFC, NFC and CP).

Comparison of recognition speech stimulus’s mean score in the triple position shows the mean obtained score with the NFC is more (P<0.05) than CP and ANFC; also the points obtained with the ANFC compression system are higher than CP mode.

Homogeneity assumption of the variance of intra-group scores was evaluated using Levine’s test. Considering the F as Levine’s value which is higher than α = 0.05 therefore the homogeneity of the data variance and the establishment of regression slope were inferred. According to the table, the results of the test are not significant; therefore, sphericity assumption is established and the result of the intra-group tests was used without modifying the degree of freedom.

According to the Table 4, since the value of F in the recognition of speech stimulus is significant in “effect of test” at the level of α = 0.05, (ε² = 345/0, P = 0.001, 

**Table 3. Data Distribution Normality, Homogeneity of the Groups Variances and Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>Leven’s test</th>
<th>Mauchly’s test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sig</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>4.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>2.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANFC</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Results of the repeated measures ANCOVA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Level of significance</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Effect</td>
<td>Sphericity Assumed</td>
<td>42.893</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.446</td>
<td>14.723</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>42.893</td>
<td>1.746</td>
<td>24.566</td>
<td>14.723</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Test Effect</td>
<td>Sphericity Assumed</td>
<td>2.670</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.335</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>2.670</td>
<td>1.746</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Results of the Post Hoc test on the repeated measurement analysis in ANFC-NFC and CP positions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>CP-NFC</th>
<th>CP-ANFC</th>
<th>NFC-ANFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition Score</td>
<td>-1.681*</td>
<td>-1.181*</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P<0.05
F = 14.272). The Eta value indicates that the effect of different test methods on the recognition of speech stimulus is 34.5%. The results of the Bonferroni post hoc test (Table 5 and Figure 1) showed that the mean scores of the system stage without frequency compressions were lower than the two test stages, and the scores of the stage of the system of compression system having two cutoffs compared to the system have a significant difference. According to the results that were illustrated in Table 4, the value of F in the gender variable with the type of test, such as the value of the test, is not significant at α = 0.05, with a value (P = 0.406, F(2) = 0.917).

Based on the mean recognition scores of the CP, it is lower than the NFC and ANFC and scores of the NFC-ANFC were not significantly different.

**Discussion**

In the present study we compared efficacy of three different Frequency Compression modes (ANFC, NFC and CP) in speech perception by monosyllabic word in Persian language. Based on this evaluation NFC method are more effective than CP for ski-sloping hearing impaired people. This people experienced better and more comfortable speech perception by using NFC and ANFC. These methods prepared better audibility for HFs. So it is better to use them patients with ski-sloping hearing loss. However, there is no significant difference between two methods based on statistical data. Many studies have been conducted about the effect of frequency compression on auditory skills and high frequency reception. In most of them, phoneme stimuli, monosyllabic words and plural words have been used (Simpson et al., 2005 and 2006, Robinson et al. 2007, Auriemmo et al. 2009, Kuk et al. 2009, Glista et al. 2009, Hillock-Dunn et al. 2014, Picou et al. 2015, Alexander 2016). High-frequency consonants such as fricative and affricate may exceed the bandwidth of CP mode whereas these phonemes are more audible by using FL, thus for these stimuli Frequency compression improve the results (McCreery, Venediktov, Coleman, & Leech, 2012). So the evaluation by sentences is closer to the actual conversation situation and makes it possible to evaluate several components simultaneously (Hochmuth et al., 2012). Previous Studies of monosyllabic stimuli have shown similar results about superiority of NFC, although the conditions for these evaluations were different. Some of these studies, with different conditions: having the acclimatization period (Simpson et al., 2005) and without it (McCreery et al., 2014), in silence (Gifford et al. 2007) and with background noise (McCreery and his colleagues, 2014)). The results of some studies also indicated the effeciveness of this kind of processing (Bentler et al., 2014); it should be noted that type of hearing loss in the participants was differ-

**Figure1. Comparison of Recognition Points for monosyllabic spoken stimulus in different locations by gender.**
The Effect of the Nonlinear Frequency Compression Methods

Based on our results, there was no significant difference between the score obtained with ANFC and NFC modes. Therefore, it can be concluded that frequency compression methods help adult Persian language speakers with symmetrical ski-sloping hearing loss for speech recognition, but the existence of adaptive or static CF has no difference together. In addition, the scores of recognitions of the speech stimulus of monosyllabic word in the three situations are not different in relation to gender. In the study of Glista et al. (2017) speech perception and word recognition were also evaluated by phoneme perception test (PPT) and there was no difference between the two types of frequency compression in detection and recognition of high frequency consonant; only in the recognition of /s/ centered at 9 KHz (/s/9) the performance of NFC was better than ANFC. In discrimination of /ʃ/5 and /s/6 the effect of frequency compression methods was similar and only 1 of 8 participants had worse performance by using ANFC (Danielle Glista et al., 2017). Wolfe (2016) and Rehmann (2017) studies results showed the superiority of ANFC than NFC and CP modes in speech perception. In Rehmann’s study were used high frequency consonants and in the Wolfe’s study, words and plural names were evaluated. Also, the results have shown the users of the NFC do not require a long period of acclimatization to switch to ANFC (Rehmann et al., 2016; Wolfe et al., 2017).

Most studies that have shown the effect of NFC on auditory skills and speech perception of hearing-impaired people, have also shown efficacy, although the type of speech stimulus (phoneme, monosyllabic word, plural nouns, nonsense word or sentence), study conditions (silent or noisy environment, with or without acclimatization period, evaluation of cochlear dead regions, etc.) and degree of hearing loss of the participant was different. Theoretically, ANFC is more effective than NFC in maintaining sound quality, audibility of HFs, improvement in detection, discrimination and recognition of compressed HF components, acceptable sound quality and fitting for severe-to-profound losses and reduced acclimatization time. A Few studies and the types of used stimuli do not allow general conclusions (Wolfe et al., 2017). Therefore, it can be concluded that the use of nonlinear frequency compression is due to increased frequency spectrum, hearing improvement, increased sound quality and better speech perception for hearing impaired people; but there was not difference between the effect of nonlinear frequency compression modes (ANFC-NFC) on speech perception.
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